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Description:

From Publishers Weekly Comedic actress turned autism activist, McCarthy returns with another
emotional and personal book that details other parents' struggles to heal their children with autism.
McCarthy explains to doubters that no two children heal the same way and offers plenty of evidence
to prove her point. Tavia Gilbert gives an inspired reading that brings a human face to the amazing
recovery stories. Never editorializing or overly emotional, Gilbert relates these stories without
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sounding manufactured. The stories speak for themselves, and Gilbert is the perfect conduit to
relate the complex medical language that pops up throughout. A Dutton hardcover. (Oct.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

About the Author

Jenny McCarthy is the New York Times bestselling author of Belly Laughs: The Naked Truth
About Pregnancy and Childbirth and Baby Laughs: The Naked Truth About the First Year of
Mommyhood.
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